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INTRODUCTION as source of their income

Administrative records have considerable Since mailing address is associated with

social statistical potential in national statis taxfiling migrants from one tax year to the

tical systems They do not however possess next can be identified assuming of course
all of the same or even similar characteristics that change of address is associated with

to data derived from household surveys and cen real geographical movement In the case of

suses of population In this paper no attempt Thompson there is virtually no hinterland

will be made to cite the many similarities and hence change of address to nonThompson

incongruities titat arise in comparing the admin locale is assumed to have been an example of

istrative social data with other social data residential change Thus UI dependency both

Rather the emphasis will be upon single ap before and after migration can be studied

plication of data derived from the Canadian Comparisons have been developed in this

personal income tax records paper for to migration periods between 1981

This case study has been prepared to and 1982 and between 1982 and 1983 The mdi
chieve several objectives First the applica vidual taxfilers selected for this study include

tion will illustrate one dimension of the Cana those Thompson taxfller residents that migrated
dian tax records dimension that is not with and who earned income from employment in the

in the domain of the U.S tax system Secondly year prior to migration In addition number

in the choice of Thompson small community in of comparisons are made between Thompson taxfi
northern Manitoba it is possible to highlight ler migrants and all Canadian taxfller migrants

the small area migration data derived from ad Perhaps the most confusing aspect in using

ministrative records Finally for small corn migrant detail and income data together arises

munities such as Thompson data are generally because of the differing time periods involved

only available with Census of Population Income earned in one calendar year is not re
Thus for events such as the recent recession in ported until the next calendar year Thus
1982 administrative records provide an oppor income data for 1981 is reported in April 1982
tunity to monitor the impact of the recession on and income earned in 1982 is reported in April
its economy 1983 When references are made to income versus

Thompson Manitoba is small mining commu migration two different periods of time are

nity that grew rapidly with the development of involved change of address between the 1981

nickel mine in the 1950s Its population grew and 1982 taxfiling periods represents migration
trom about 3000 in 1961 to 19000 in 1971 between April 1982 and April 1983
slow population decline began during the late Figure has been provided below to illus
1970s with the population declining to 14300 trate the timing of the reference years versus

in 1981 These population counts offer few the taxfiiing and migration periods

insights into what happened in the years between Even the most casual review of the above

censuses And even the administrative tax re rigure surely reveals few fundamental flaws

cords offer no real assistance in tue years taxfilers need not reside at the address

preceding 1976 since the annual 100 percent tax they use taxfilers need not obtain all of their

records are not available Nevertheless the iii income in the locatioii where they file arid

tax records do offer an inherent richness of with the continuous updating of the address file

data for small area such as Thompson in an administrative tax system the original
The growth and decline of resourcebased riling address can differ frem the address on

communities are largely beyond their control and the file itself Ilow were these caveats han
destiny In general they are dependent on the died Earlier research experience with the

resource abundance its price and the demand taxfile for deriving migration data led to the

Thompson is no exception The mine was estab conclusion that the tax file is good source of

lishied during period when the Canadian nickel intercensual migration data in Canada Since

industry almost completely monopolized the the tax migration data have bii fuund to be of

worlds nickel market This dominance has been relatively high quality it seemed reasonable to

eroded in recent years and the recent recession assume away the above caveats

further weakened the price and international The data in this paper have been limited to

demand for Canadian nickel two sources of income namely employment in
come i.e wages and salaries tips and gra

il DATA SOURCES AND GENERAL METHODOLOGY tuities and the selfemployment sources of in
The Canadian personal income tax system has come and UI income This source of income is

nurrir of differences from the American sys not however clean source of unemployment

tern One of the differences is exploited in income since UI beneficiaries in Canada need not

this paper namely that some transfer payments be ready and able to work and since UI benefits

are subject to taxation and are therefore are granted for reasons such as maternity self

reported by taxfilers e.g Unemployment Insur employed fishing during tile offseason retire

ance benefits Thus by comparing UI benefits ment sickness and disability Finally this

to income inferences can be made about the paper has composite income concept labour

income dependency of individual taxfilers on UI income that is defined as the sun of employment
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FICUIE GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATING INCOEL EARNING YEARS

VERSUS DICRATION YEARS

INCOME EARN INC

REFERENCE 1980 1981 1982 1983

PERIOD
_________________________________________________

NAILINC ADDRESS Apr Apr Apr
FOR TAXFILINC PERICD 1981 19R2 1983

MIGRATION Apr 81 Açr 82
PERIOD Apr 82 Apr 83

income plus UI income the median employment income in both 1980 and

1981 was lower for the migrants than for all

III EMPLOYMENT INCOME PATTERNS OF THOMPSON taxfilers But in comparing the median employ
OUTMIGRANTS 198182 AND 198283 merit income for the migrants right hand column

Reference to Table illustrates the gener for before and after migration they were all

al trend of median employment income Part marginally better off in current dollars after

and the number of taxfilers Part for Thomp migration Interestingly enough for all male

son residents for 1976 through 1982 Since taxfilers in Thompson the median employment
these numbers provide no inherent point of re income level was lower in 1981 than in 1980 due

terence similar data have been included in
no doubt to the 3month strike in 1981

Parts and of this table for Canada similar comparison has been included in

relative comparison has then been in
Part of Table for Thompson outmigrants for

eluded as Part of Table the median 198283 As noted in Part the outmigrants

employment income value for each Thompson cell had lower medians before migration than did all

was divided by the corresponding cell value for Thompson residents Also the medians for mi
Canada and multiplied by 100 The index for grants in 1982 were again lower than for all

males was consistently about 35 to 40 percent Thompson residents Finally it can be noted in

higher than the comparable Canada value except this part of Table that all Thompson residents

tor two years 1976 and 1981 In both of these
experienced an increase in median employment

years there were labour disputes The 1981 income between 1981 and 1982 while for the out
strike lasted three months migrants the males experienced an increase the

comparison of the number of Thompson and remales decrease

Canada taxfilers over the period from 1976 to

1982 is included as Part of Table to illus IV UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE INCOME PATTERNS

trate the general sevenyear trend Reference OF ThOMPSON OUTMIGRANTS 198182 AND 198283

to the percentage change line indicates that the As noted above UI benefits are subject to

total number of Thompson taxfilers decreased personal income taxation in Canada reasona
over the period while the number of taxfilers in ble question might be To what extent do

Canada increased Even for Canada however Canadian taxfilers report their UI benefits to

there was decline in taxfiling for 1982 the Revenue CanadaTaxation The results vary from

recession year year to year but in general for every $1 paid

The next step involves comparison of the out in benefits about 92 to 93 cents is report
migrants from Thompson with all resident Thomp ed in the tax systems

son taxfilers in each year In Table data are Reference to Table indicates the pattern

provided for two migration periods 198182 and of UI benefits of Thompson residents in the year

198283 In 1980 using male taxfilers as the before and after migration for 198081 and for

example Thompson had 4190 male taxfilers 198182 for the two migration periods 198182

subset of the 4190 i.e 543 filed in Thomp and 198283 And to provide some frame of re
son for the 1980 tax year but filed from terence the UI income data are included for

location external to Thompson for the 1981 tax both Thompson outmigrants and all migrants in

year Thus the 543 taxfilers are included in Canada for the same migration period For exam
the 4190 in 1980 but not in the 4149 taxfilers ple of the Thompson male outmigrants i.e
in 1981 543 in the 198182 migration period the number

For each of the males females and total receiving UI income increased about 49 percent
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from 98 in 1980 to 146 in 1981 and the median does not reveal much in the way of economic

benefit increased from $1310 to $1970 or about gains from migrating Table confirms this with

50 percent the large incidence of UI after migration and

By contrast for all male migrants in Cana Table reveals considerable dependency on UI

da the increase in the number of male migrants after migration Taken together for both the

reporting UI income increased about 15 percent Thompson and all Canadian taxfiler migrants the

i.e from 77349 to 89334 while the median economic incentives expectation does not appear

UI income increased about nine percent i.e to exist for the whole migrant cohort Never

$1705 to $1860 theless the economic incentives expectation

comparable section has been included in could hold for all migrants if the expected em
Table for migrants in the 198283 migration ployment income in Thompson would be zero
period for those Thompson residents in 1981 who number of speculative possibilities could

tiled from nonThompson address for the 1982 account for this The migrants in general may

taxfiling year and for all migrants in Canada be marginal members of the labour force and two

Three observations can be made in reviewing both working spouses could move with only one or none

Parts and First for all migrants the obtaining employment The introduction of two

median UI income was lower in the year before working spouses offers considerable complexity

migration than after migration except for female and indicates the need for additional research
outmigrants from Thompson in 198283 Second

the total migrants column indicates that there VI CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

were more migrants in 198182 than in 198283 In this case study emphasis was placed on

Finally reference to the row labelled UI Unemployment Insurance dependency for two selec
Incidence also reveals an interesting compari ted cohorts of taxfiler migrants Clearly

son In the year before migration for both there are many other relationships that could be

Thompson outmigrants and all migrants in Cana studied For example it would be possible to

da the incidence of UI i.e number with UI undertake the above work with respect to the

divided by total migrants was about the same marital status of taxfilers the age of

19% versus 17% in 1980 and 19% versus 16% in migrants other taxable transfer payments

1981 But the UI incidence was quite different e.g family allowance income pension income
after migration about 50% higher for the Thomp and variety of other possibilities in
son migrants compared to the Canadian migrants cluding combinations of those used or noted in

in the migration year 30% versus 21% in 1981 this sentence

and 46% versus 29% in 1982 Nevertheless this review of selected vari
ables from the Canadian personal income tax

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE DEPENDENCY system indicates the potential of this data

INDICATOR 198182 and 198283 source to analyse the dynamics of UI dependency

By adding employment income to unemployment and migration for relatively small geographical

income labour income is obtained If reported source areas such as Thompson Nanitoba

UI benefits are divided by labour income UI Bhat is clear however in reviewing these

to labour income dependency concept is defined results is that the dynamics of the income and

To what extent do taxfilers depend on UI as migration relationships are complex The use of

source of labour income Clearly lot is data for only two periods is obviously limiting
subsumed in concept such as this For one Une neither knows nor can conclude whether the

the emphasis is on the average when dependency migrants had migrated previously whether they

can be expected to be highly skewed lower had been dependent on UI in previous years or

income persons having very different kind of whether UI dependency continued in succeeding

dependency than higher income persons In this years In other words tiis case study al
example since female taxfilers have lower in though illustrative is incomplete two

comes than males they can be considered type years is short longitudinal study
of low income group Also individuals can Finally and as noted above the conven
receive UI benefits for reasons other than unem tional wisdom of the income and migration dy
ployment perse hence the receipt of UI bene namics can be stated simply I1igrants move when

tits for reasons such as maternity sickness and higher incomes can be obtained The data in

illness retirement and selfemployed fishing this study are neither supportive nor opposed to

are also subsumed under the UI dependency con thic hypcthcs1 The migrants did not appeal

cept move for higher real incomes and were more de
Reference to Table provides some em pendent on transfer payments than either all

pirical evidence on UI dependency Several ob Thompson residents or all Canadian taxfiler

servations can be made about the contents of migrants

this table First for every pair of indicators

columns and the UI Dependency Indicator ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

is lower in the year before migration This The author would like to thank his col
observation has an interesting implication leagues in Statistics Canada for their many
Nigration presumably occurs in response to thoughtful and insightful comments The words
economic incentives to move This expectation nevertheless reflect those of the author and in

does not seem to be met no way reflect the official position of Statis
review of the right hand column of Table tics Canada
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